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The purpose of this organization is to develop, promote the proper breeding, humane treatment, and care of
birds of all kinds and varieties. To reproduce, exchange, publish and distribute information on aviculture which
will tend to increase the knowledge of its members. To cooperate with other organizations and governmental
agencies toward the establishment of practices for improved breeding, handling and treatment of all birds.

President’s Message
2015
CCCBC
Meetings & Event
Dates






August 16 **
September 20
October 31***
November 15
December 13 ****

**Mini-Bird-Marts
***CCCBC Bird Show &
Mart
****Christmas Party

August Mini Mart is Here!
It's time to put forward out best efforts as a
club and participate in our own mini mart to
sell all those baby birds! Please be advised
that each selling table will cost members a
mere $5.00 to rent! Set up at the Ag. Center
on Crowslanding will begin at 11:00 A.M. on
August 16th.
Please come early to set up your cages. The
sale itself will start at 12:00 and run until
3:00. Bring change for sales. There will be
no raffle or potluck. Drinks and snacks will
be for sale.
Let's make this the best mini mart ever!!
Sharon

Meetings are held at:
Stanislaus County
Agricultural Center
3800 Cornucopia Way
Modesto, CA 95358
(corner of Crows
Landing & E. Service
Road)
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2015 Club Officers
President: Sharon Byrne
1st VP: Terry Ryan

2nd VP: Janna & Joel Place
Secretary: Barbara Milgrom
Treasurer: Jane Perez
Newsletter: Terry Ryan
Webmaster: Jim Carter
Show Manager: TBA
Mart Manager: Terese Davis

CCCBC
Mini-Bird Mart
Sunday
August 16th
12 noon-3pm
Setup 11:00am
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Splish, Splash: Why Do Birds Take Baths?
March 9, 2015 | by: Joe Smith | 15 By Joe Smith, ornithologist and restoration ecologist
See more at: http://blog.nature.org/science/2015/03/09/backyard-bird-baths-science-birding-wildlife-habitat/#sthash.jpI9585y.dpuf

What does science tell us about the importance of a good bath to a bird?
The answer: surprisingly little
A cardinal at a bird bath. Photo: Flickr user ehpien under a Creative Commons license

A study published in 2009 stated it plainly: “Birds of most species regularly bathe
in water, but the function of this behavior is unknown” 1.
This post is about the cool green science of bird baths: what we know and intriguing areas of inquiry for future
research.

Rub-a-Dub-Dub, Many Birds in the Tub
Birds love hanging around water. Photo: Flickr user Prayitno under a Creative Commons license.
Despite the lack of knowledge about the function and importance of baths to birds, we all know that birds (like
the rest of us) love having water around for bathing and drinking.
When working with migrant birds in the Yucatan Peninsula, I first began to understand how seriously birds
take the business of bathing. We were studying warblers that were typically territorial. These birds frequently
engaged in threat postures and even in fights to enforce the boundaries between their exclusive home ranges at
our mangrove study sites.
But at a communal bird bath, there was a nightly truce.
Each evening at dusk, in a special spot in the mangroves where a freshwater spring bubbled up from the
ground, numerous American redstarts, northern parulas, magnolia warblers, common yellowthroats and yellow
warblers took turns bathing.
One by one, they shared this little oasis before going to roost for the night.
Seeing territorial warblers calmly taking turns for a bath tells us that for a bird, having access to water for
bathing is worth checking one’s combative tendencies – at least for a few minutes.

So, what’s so important about a bath?
The number of relevant scientific articles can be counted on one hand. There are very basic descriptions of the
mechanics of bird bathing in North American2 and Australian birds3, an experimental examination of wetting
and drying of disembodied feathers4, and a recent pair of studies that experimentally deprived captive starlings
of bath water 5,1.
Although the functions of bird bathing aren’t clearly known at this point, these studies suggest that bathing
plays an important role in feather maintenance.
Feathers are a bird’s lifeline: they insulate, waterproof and, of course, provide the power of flight.
Feathers get replaced once or twice a year. In the interim, they need to be kept in good condition. The sun,
feather-munching mites, bacteria and gradual wear take a toll on feathers. A set of year-old flight feathers look
like they’ve been through the ringer: they are frayed and dull.
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A good bath may keep those precious feathers in the best condition possible for as long as possible.
Two recent studies on captive starlings have progressed our understanding a bit further. In one paper, Brilot
and colleagues hypothesized that depriving a bird of a bath would result in more disheveled feathers and
translate into poorer flight performance.
They tested a group of freshly-bathed starlings and a group that had been deprived of a bath for three hours
prior to the experiment. The starlings deprived of a bath were clumsier when flying through an obstacle course
made of vertically-hung strings, bumping into more strings as they flew.
In their second paper on starlings, the research team examined whether the bath-deprived starlings knew they
were clumsier. They did this by presenting bathed and unbathed groups of birds with recordings of starling
predator alarm calls – and delicious meal worms – at the same time.
The experiment indicated that birds with access to bath water were more willing to let their guard down and
feed, despite the recorded call signaling the presence of a predator. The authors suggest that the unbathed birds
were more cautious because they were aware that their ability to escape was impaired.
This work tells us that, beyond preserving feathers over the long term, bathing even makes a bird a more agile
flier and more adept at escaping predators in the short term.
These studies are helpful, but the function of bathing still eludes us.
How does it make these birds better fliers? Does it help realign the tiny barbs that hold feathers together? Does
it help distribute protective oils? Does it improve feather performance in some other way?
This all leaves me wondering about those birds in the Yucatan. Our research was focused on revealing
differences in habitat quality among individuals, mainly by measuring the food resources of the birds. We
reasoned that more food equaled birds in better condition with a better chance of survival.

A heater keeps the backyard bird bath operational all winter. Photo: Flickr user techno_nanna under a Creative
Commons license.
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But maybe we were ignoring another important aspect of habitat quality – access to bathing water. We
see from the starling work that being deprived of a bath could make an unbathed bird easier to catch, so baths
might play a role in survival too.
Until we get an answer from science, we will need to rely on common sense and keep those backyard bird
baths full.
Many of us with bird feeders also have a bird bath to go along with it. Even in the coldest months of the year,
I’ve found that birds are eager to take baths.
I recently poured a warm tea kettle of water into my frozen bird bath and there was an instant scrum as the
cardinals and white-throated sparrows jockeyed for position around the bath.
A more sophisticated approach to maintaining a bird bath in winter is to use a bird bath heater.
When warmer times come around, a water mister can enhance the backyard bird bathing experience.
Misters keep water fresh and brings a lot more attention to the bird bath. They are a great bird attractor during
the spring and summer when people typically aren’t feeding birds.
Although it would be nice to know the exact functions of bird bathing, a lack of scientific knowledge won’t
ever get in the way of a good bath.
[To see some bird bath videos, check out the following links:
https://youtu.be/QgiCg7XAKbA
https://youtu.be/a2x-p3p2hY0]
References:
Brilot, B. O., Asher, L. & Bateson, M. 2009 Water bathing alters the speed–accuracy trade-off of escape flights in
European starlings. Anim. Behav. 78, 801–807.
Slessers, M. 1970 Bathing Behavior of Land Birds. The Auk 87, 91–99.
Verbeek, N. A. M. 1991 Comparative bathing behavior in some Australian birds. J. Field Ornithol. 62, 386–389.
Van Rhijn, J. G. 1977 Processes in feathers caused by bathing in water. Ardea 65, 126–147.
Brilot, B. O. & Bateson, M. 2012 Water bathing alters threat perception in starlings. Biol. Lett. 11.
Opinions expressed on Cool Green Science and in any corresponding comments are the personal opinions of the
original authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Nature Conservancy.

PARAKEET FUN FACTS: DID YOU KNOW…?

The parakeet is how Americans refer to the budgerigar (nicknamed “budgie”), an Aboriginal name derived
from the words “budgery” (also “betcherry”) meaning good, and “gar” meaning cockatoo. Like there’s any
such thing as a bad cockatoo!
The parakeet is the most commonly kept bird in the world!
The parakeet has the largest documented vocabulary of any parrot species. A parakeet named Puck holds the
Guinness Book of World Records title with 1,728 words and phrases!
Parakeets bred for show are often two inches (more than 25%) larger that the native species!
The word parakeet refers to small birds with long, flat tails. Other well-known parakeets are the Indian
ringneck parakeet and the South American quaker parakeet!
Parakeets have as many as 3,000 feathers on their bodies!
The normal body temperature for a parakeet is over 102 degrees and its heart beats over 200 times a minute!
A normal parakeet clutch consists of about 5-7 eggs! That’s a lot of eggs for a little body!
The lifespan of the average parakeet is typically between 5-10 years. However, Charlie, a parakeet from
London, England lived to the ripe old age of 29 – he was hatched in 1948 and died on 06/20/77!
Wild parakeets like to bathe by rolling around in wet grass!
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Coming August 16th!
12-3pm

Stanislaus County Agricultural Center
3800 Cornucopia Way
Modesto, CA 95358

Amador Bird Club
Semi-Annual Raffle
September 11th, 7:30pm

The CCCBC Mini Bird Mart is open to
the public with admission fee of $2 per
person, under 14 free. Club members
ONLY will be selling birds. Fee per
member is $5 per table. This is the club
fundraiser to help support our show and
bird mart. Set up at 11AM!
The CCCBC will sell Drinks & Snacks!

Gold Country
Aviculture Society
EXOTIC ANIMALS
AND BIRD SHOW
September 26th

Foothill
Bird
Fanciers
Bird Mart

Saturday, August 23, 2015
Placer County Fairgrounds

Mother Lode Fairgrounds
Call (209) 532-3496
Email parrots@sonnet.com
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Colorbred Canaries
Van Pham
(209) 938-9549
Saigon Vietnamese Restaurant
1904 N. Pacific Ave. Stockton, CA

(209) 463-2274

ADS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN PAID
FOR THIS YEAR HAVE BEEN
REMOVED. I’M SORRY IF THERE
ARE ANY ERRORS . Terry

“Breeder of
Champion canaries
Since 1976”

Silver Song West

Gloster

Darrell Brewer

“Often imitated but never duplicated”
Order line 1-800-287-4484

Lizard

Phone (209) 388-9018
Fax (209) 388-0694

(510) 527-1788

Email silversongwest@aol.com
E-mail: silversongwest@aol.com

Yorkshire

FACT:
Canaries for Sale All different kinds!
Angel Rodriguez (209) 402-0024

CCCBC
Mini-Bird Mart

Sunday Aug 16th!

There are 9,865 species of birds alive today,
according
to
the
IUCN.
Of the 9,865 bird species, 1,227 species are
considered threatened with extinction, 838
species are near threatened, 7,735 species are
considered to be of least concern, and 65
species lack the data to determine their status.
133 species of birds are known to have gone
extinct since 1500. There are also four species
of birds that are classified as extinct in the
wild. The last living members of those species
survive only in captivity.
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August 16, Modesto, CA CCCBC Mini Bird mart



August 23, Roseville, CA Foothill Bird Fanciers Bird Mart



Aug 30th 2015 Pleasanton, CA Pleasanton Exotic Bird Mart 9 am 3 PM at the Alameda
fairgrounds in Pleasanton California go to SanJosebirdMart.com

 September 11, Amador Bird Club Semi-Annual Raffle



September 26, Sonora, CA Gold Country Aviculture Society Exotic Animals & Bird
Show!
October 31st, Turlock, CA CCCBC 62nd Annual Bird Show & Bird Mart

Thank You
Julie & Mannie
For a wonderful day!
The Barbeque was outstanding!
For over 40 years, the Society has owned and operated
these specialty resale stores, featuring items such as
clothing, accessories, jewelry, furniture, artwork,
antiques, collectibles, and other household items. Shop,
donate, or volunteer at Discovery Shop located next to
Dress Barn on the corner of McHenry and Standiford
since 1994. With an ever-changing selection of
wonderful merchandise and proceeds benefiting the
American Cancer Society, isn’t it time you discovered

The DISCOVERY SHOP!
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Canaries for Sale!
$30 and up!
Art Pacheco (209) 825-1979
Breeder & Exhibitor
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